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BY HAND OR AUTOMATIC: BREW WITH BONAVITA®’S NEW GLASS COLLECTION
BRINGING COFFEE AND TEA CLARITY THIS WINTER
Seattle, WA ─ Bonavita is introducing a new collection of well-priced glass brewing
equipment that offers flexibility and precision to the coffee and tea category. The Seattle-based
coffee, tea and kitchenware brand brings the brew center stage with its new glass carafe, tea
brewer and double-walled glass carafes. These simple workhorses join recognized goods like
Bonavita’s Variable Temperature Gooseneck Kettle, Porcelain Immersion Dripper and 5-Cup
and 8-Cup Electric Coffee brewers. The new collection will be carried at the top specialty coffee
and housewares stores.
Pour-over lovers appreciate glass carafes for their ease of use while fans of the automatic
brewer will be thrilled to see an alternative double-walled glass carafe for transparency and
clean taste. Until now most options have been pricey but the Bonavita glass collection is
affordable and high quality. The Bonavita 5-Cup Doubled Wall Glass Carafe (BV61500CAD
MSRP $34.99) and the 8-Cup Doubled Wall Glass Carafe (BV61900CAD MSRP $39.99) are
compatible with the BV1500TS and BV1900TS 5 and 8-Cup automatic brewers by Bonavita as
well as a variety of other brands. These glass-handled vessels are clean-lined and include a lid
as well as a filter basket adapter. These will be available early 2016.
The new 600ml Glass Carafe (BV6600CA MSRP $19.99) features graduated markings and can
be used with drippers and other manual brewing devices. It will be available in late September.
The Bonavita Glass Tea Brewer (BV6600BRT MSRP $24.99) with glass infusion insert is
designed to steep loose-leaf tea. It also can be used with drippers and other manual brewing
devices. Available in early October.
Bonavita’s kitchenware has consistently been touted as “Best Buys” and best-performers by
experts including Cook’s Illustrated, Cooking Light and Food & Wine magazine. The products
have been showcased by The TODAY Show, CBS’s CNET, Men’s Journal magazine and the
Wall Street Journal. Rigorous, pre-market testing has earned three of the Bonavita electric
brewers Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA) Brewer Certification honors: a
classification that’s noted and respected by culinary, beverage and consumer experts.
Bonavita, an Espresso Supply Inc. brand, is headquartered in Seattle, WA with a satellite
European HQ and distribution facility in the Netherlands. Espresso Supply Inc. has been a
leader in the specialty coffee industry for 21 years. With the Bonavita collection they have
expanded into a new category of home electronics and equipment for the kitchen.
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